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KITCHEN

sharon street by gen assembly; photo by joe fletcher 

Today we think of the Kitchen as the heart of the home, however this wasn’t always the case.  From 

the colonial period up until the mid 19th century, most American kitchens were an afterthought, 

designed with the idea that the kitchen was for food storage and minimal food preparation.  It 

wasn’t until the late 19th century that  Kitchen design concepts took into account the process of 

preparing food and efficiency in movement and spacing.  Now, the kitchen is not only the center 

of the home, it’s the center of our social interactions.  Today’s kitchen is fully integrated into our 

lifestyles and it deserves to be a beacon of style and function.

HISTORY
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KITCHEN

reforma en casp 63 by carles enrich gimenez

An increasing number of designers are using minimalism design schemes in kitchens. Clean 

surfaces,  simple color schemes and handle-less cupboards are essential for a clutter-free look 

that is the key to minimalism. This trend not only adds elegance and exceptional functionality to 

modern homes, but provides ease of maintenance. Reforma en Casp 63, designed by Carlos Enrich 

Gimenez,  includes a minimal kitchen conceived as a single piece of furniture that is inserted into 

the empty space. The fir plywood cabinets introduce warmth, while white lacquered counters 

provide a clean work surface. 

TREND: MINIMAL
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KITCHEN

franklin street loft by jane kim design; photo credit eduard hueber/archphoto

Open Kitchen shelving, an upcoming trend for this year, is a storage approach that is both visually 

attractive and highly functional - favorite pieces and tools are elevated to display status, and 

everything is within easy reach. Open shelving can turn an ordinary kitchen into a dramatic yet 

practical space, allowing residents to customize their space to their needs. The Franklin Street Loft, 

designed by Jane Kim, utilizes reclaimed wood shelving in the kitchen. Not only do these shelves add 

an organic touch to the industrial style kitchen, but they allow the original restored brick wall to 

still be visible.  

TREND: OPEN SHELVING
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KITCHEN

union square loft by michael davis

Due to a surge in people’s desire for eco-friendly designs, interior Architects are beginning to use 

reclaimed and raw natural materials for kitchen construction. This includes natural wood or 

stone counter tops, natural walls (possibly brick veneer), and natural wooden cupboards.  These 

“rustic utilitarian” interiors feature natural, un-doctored materials with an emphasis on quality 

construction and handicraft, creating a casually elegance  and intimate ambiance.  Union Square 

Loft, designed by Michael Davis, not only utilizes the original building finishes of the historic 

building, but also showcases reclaimed materials, including custom cabinetry fabricated from 

weathered Barn siding salvaged from a Missouri farm building. 

TREND: NATURAL
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BATHROOM

west lake hills residence by specht harpman

It seems almost inconceivable today that one could have a home without a bathroom.  The 

bathroom, however, is actually a relatively modern invention. Up until the end of the 19th century 

most people used outdoor facilities - the iconic outhouse. Then, when bathrooms first started 

appearing in some homes, they were often the smallest room in the house.  Indoor bathrooms 

soon became standard, but it is only in the last 30 years that they have become not only bigger, but 

often a place of comfort and luxury. Bathrooms are now considered retreats within our homes, 

including such amenities as rain showers, hydro massage baths, steam rooms and saunas, music 

systems, TV screens and color therapy.

HISTORY
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BATHROOM

bellevue hill by rolf ockert design

Bathroom designs are starting to showcase bold, colorful mosaic patterns for showers, 

backsplashes and flooring. These mosaic surfaces are beautiful works of art, adding a vibrant, 

customized touch to any interior. The tiles themselves are available in various sizes, colors, and 

shapes, therefore endless patterns are achievable. Rolf Ockert architects used rectangular mosaics 

to line the shower, provided a pop of energetic color in the otherwise minimalist bathroom. 

TREND: COLOR MOSAIC
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BATHROOM

From wood walls to living walls, the bathroom is going back to nature. Modern bathrooms are 

going full out with entire walls of vegetation, providing life and texture to any interior wall. 

Living green walls’ are not only aesthetically pleasing, but they improve air quality, provide better 

sound absorption, regulate temperature and reduce carbon footprint. Siol architects designed the 

bathroom above to add a vibrancy that would be difficult to achieve in any other way, blurring the 

boundary between indoors and outdoors.

TREND: GREEN WALL

green wall by siol studios; photo by paul dyer
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BATHROOM

orient house by ryall porter

Following the concept of “Less is more”, designers are beginning to  combine functions within the 

bathroom into one large space, striving to be as simple, clean and seamless as possible. These style 

of bathrooms usually incorporate curb-less showers, which provide a more streamlined look, and 

additionally will benefit our aging population. In the orient house shown above, designed by ryall 

porter, the shower is placed in the center of the bathroom. 

TREND: WET ROOM
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